
Gold Water Wear



Gold Water Wear ™ is an innovative 
       new brand combining elegance

and style with exclusive prints embellished in metallic foils.

Gold Water Wear TM takes swimwear and athleisure wear to the next 
level by offering something special to the sportswear market.

Everything about Gold Water Wear ™ offers exclusivity, from
 being manufactured in the UK to the exquisite placement prints.

Unique features such as clear TPU straps cleverly avoid tan marks 
while mesh panels across the waistline create the optical illusion 

of a two piece- giving Gold Water Wear ™
the edge when it comes to design.

No two garments are exactly the same with each print appearing 
uniquely individual. The primal placement prints are a statement 

unto themselves, offering today’s woman a combination
of elegance and sophistication.

Each garment is carefully crafted with comfort and style in mind to 
enhance femininity in exactly the right places.

Only the finest XTRA LIFE ™ Lycra ® materials are used to 
complement our unique prints, giving Gold Water Wear ™ 

garments the quality and longevity you would
expect from an exclusive brand.

Each piece is interchangeable from the bandeau bikini with low waist
 briefs to crop tops with high rise briefs or even leggings to surf in or just 

run to the shops- Gold Water Wear ™ has it covered.

Sizes range from XS to Large with fully lined swimsuits and removable 
foam push up cups to enhance contours.



Metallic Gold Bird

Bandeau Bikini



Metallic Gold Bird
Bandeau Bikin



Metallic Gold Bird

Clear Back Straps



Metallic Gold Bird Placement

Open back suit 
Right side view



Metallic Gold Bird Placement

Open back suit 
Left side view



Metallic Gold Bird
Triangle Bikini



Metallic Gold Savannah

Triangle Bikini

Bandeau Bikini



Metallic Gold Savannah

Mesh Suit 



Metallic Gold Savannah

Mesh Back & Leggings  



Metallic Gold Tiger Placement 



Metallic Gold Tiger Placement

Open Back Suit   



Mesh Back & Deep Brief   

Metallic Gold Tiger 

Mesh Back & Crop Shorts   



Metallic Gold Tiger 

Mesh Suit    



Metallic Gold Tiger 

Mesh Back & Leggings 



Metallic Retro Vibe 

Bandeau Bikini Top & Crop Shorts 
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